Any experimental realization of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) deals with composite bosons (cobosons), which are quasi-particles made of fermion pairs that suffer Pauli blocking. We evidence that the prime consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle is to prevent cobosons from having their centers of mass located at the same position within their spatial extension. We moreover predict a many-body effect induced by Pauli blocking that leads to high interference wave modes resulting from fermion exchanges between two colliding coboson condensates. These two effects can be detected by measuring spatial correlation functions. We here propose an original procedure to exactly derive such correlation functions for Frenkel-like cobosons characterized by just their momentum. We physically extend the obtained results to more complex Wannier-like cobosons that have an additional relative motion index. In addition to revealing the physics involved in results previously obtained for elementary boson condensates, we use Shiva diagrams to show how it is changed for cobosons. The predictions we here present, established for matter bosons, are directly applicable to experiments.
After nearly a hundred years, Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) continues to attract physicists' attention due to their unique quantum properties. BEC was predicted by Einstein for a gas of free elementary bosons as a direct consequence of quantum statistics. The macroscopic occupation of the single particle ground state is surely the most striking effect associated with BEC. Another equally important and most commonly searched signature of BEC is the quantum coherence associated with the condensate phase.
Yet, it must be noted that the uncertainty principle between phase and particle number forbids a fixed number of bosons to have a definite phase. So, the observation of a wave-like interference pattern in a gas having a fixed number of bosonic atoms-which is a direct proof that condensates do have a phase-has long defied common understanding. A hint to unravel this puzzle was first given in the 90's [1] [2] [3] : It was demonstrated that the collision of two oppositely-moving condensates, each made of N free elementary bosons, leads to a particle distribution that displays a sinusoidal pattern with a definite phase.
Over the last decades, Bose-Einstein condensation has been physically observed with matter bosons like ultracold atoms [4] [5] [6] [7] , semiconductor excitons [8, 9] , and polaritons [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . All these bosons contain an even number of fermions, hence being composite; this is why we call them "cobosons". Their bosonic character depends on the particle density on the scale of their spatial extension, or more generally on the maximum number of cobosons the sample can accommodate. The latter scale is a direct consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle between the coboson fermionic constituents [15, 16] . Although not much investigated until now, Pauli blocking has far-reaching consequences on quantum condensation of cobosons [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . We have recently shown that it induces an up-shift in the particle distribution peak of coherent Glauber states made of composite bosons [22] .
In this Letter, we consider the interference pattern that results from the collision of two composite boson condensates and investigate the impact of the Pauli exclusion principle. We show that, compared to free elementary bosons, this interference pattern has additional high frequency modes that come from many-body effects induced by the unique, fundamental "interaction" suffered by cobosons, namely, the dimensionless fermion exchanges that originate from Pauli blocking. In the present problem, the Pauli exclusion principle not only acts within each condensate, but also between condensates through exchange processes. In addition to the cos 2Q · R 12 terms with R 12 = R 1 − R 2 present for two condensates of N elementary bosons with momenta Q and −Q [1], we predict that the 2-coboson correlation function has interference terms in cos 2mQ · R 12 with m = (2, 3, . . . ) up to N only, since Pauli blocking stops acting beyond the number N of coboson pairs (Q, −Q) present in the system. To better grasp the physics driving the obtained results, we here consider two condensates of cobosons, characterized with different numbers and momenta, (N, Q) and (N ′ , Q ′ ). This will allow us to pin down the fact that the interference pattern comes from processes involving the two different condensates, the new interference terms reading as cos m(Q − Q ′ ) · R 12 up to m = min(N, N ′ ), with a N N ′ prefactor. With the help of Shiva diagrams, we reveal the hidden physics involved in the previously obtained results for free elementary bosons [1] , hard to catch with (N, Q) and (N, −Q) . In this Letter, we moreover demonstrate that the quantum "repulsion" suffered by fermions prevents cobosons from having their centers of mass located at the same position. This effect, maximized for Frenkel-like cobosons having essentially no spatial extension, is broadened for Wannier-like cobosons made of fermion pair with a finite relative motion extension.
In order to demonstrate the role of the Pauli exclusion principle in the coboson fermionic constituents in the most striking way, we here concentrate on Frenkellike cobosons for which we have found an original procedure that allows deriving exact results. Calculations for Wannier-like cobosons with two quantum indices, a momentum Q and a relative motion index ν, are far more cumbersome. This is why we only discuss here how the particle spatial extension affects the results obtained for Frenkel-like cobosons. A precise study of Wannier-like cobosons will be addressed in an extended version of this work.
Let us consider a periodic lattice of N s ions, each ion site R i possibly hosting a pair of different-species fermions with creation operator
Intersite interactions [16] lead to Frenkel-like cobosons which are linear superposition of fermion pairs,
Like free elementary bosons, these cobosons are characterized by a single quantum index Q. Yet, they suffer Pauli blocking because each ion site can host one fermion pair at most: Indeed, (a † R ) 2 = 0 implies (B † R ) 2 = 0. So, contrary to gregarious elementary bosons, two Frenkel-like cobosons cannot simultaneously contain pairs on the same ion site.
The relevant state to best elucidate the physics considered in this problem is a two-coboson condensate carrying different momenta, Q = Q ′ , namely
where |v denotes the vacuum state. The condensate phase and interference pattern can be studied by measuring the n-coboson spatial correlation function in this state, namely
(2) As a first obvious effect of the Pauli exclusion principle, the scalar product in the above numerator reduces to zero when two R i 's are identical whatever (N, Q) or (N ′ , Q ′ ), since double on-site occupancy is prohibited for fermions.
To go further and calculate G (n) N,N ′ ({R i }) for different R i 's is quite demanding due to fermion exchanges not only within the Q and Q ′ condensates but also between the two, the interesting physics of the present problem actually coming from inter-condensate exchanges, as evidenced by the fact that the interference terms contain a N N ′ prefactor. This prompted us to develop an original procedure in which |ψ N,N ′ is written in terms of
Q ′ |v where (z, z ′ ) are complex scalars. Indeed, using states like |Φ z,z ′ , in which the number of fermions is not fixed, makes Pauli blocking far easier to handle. The residue theorem leads to We have also succeeded to obtain the correlation function for arbitrary n cobosons, but its expression is too complicated to be useful for discussions. Interested readers can find its explicit value for n = 2 in the Supplements.
In the case of (N, Q) and (N, −Q) elementary boson condensates, it has been shown [1] that the n = 2 spatial correlation function reads as
with the sample volume L D replaced by N s in the case of discrete R i 's. To reveal the physics ruling this spatial correlation function, it is appropriate to instead consider (N, Q) and (N ′ , Q ′ ) condensates. We then find
The prefactors make evident the fact that the constant terms come from direct processes involving two bosons from the Q condensate [ Fig Our analytical results for Frenkel-like cobosons show that the Pauli exclusion principle modifies the elementary boson result in three ways: (i) it cancels the spatial correlation functions at any same-site measurement; (ii) it adds to the above prefactors corrections in powers of densities (N/N s , N ′ /N s ); (iii) it mostly generates sinusoidal waves with higher modes, cos
The n = 2 correlation function for Frenkel-like cobosons has the following form
The upper boundary in the m sum reveals that, in order to have interference terms, we must have condensates with different momenta. The presence of interference terms with m ≥ 2 constitutes a very unique signature of the condensate composite nature. To better catch the physics, we here give the explicit result for N = N ′ = 2,
Changes Fig. 2(a) , in which cobosons detected at R 1 and R 2 have the same initial and final momenta because they exchange fermions within the same condensate, give the 1/N s term of x 0 . Processes like the one of Figure 3 shows the resulting spatial correlation function for N s = 5. It clearly shows the higher modes, and the singularity at R 12 = 0 which is broadened for the purpose of illustration.
Up to now, we have considered Frenkel-like cobosons, characterized by a single quantum index Q, with no relative motion extension. Pauli blocking then appears in the strongest way by forbidding two cobosons to be at the same position through the (1 − δ R1,R2 ) factor in Eq.(6). This factor actually makes the spatial correlation function singular in the R 1 → R 2 limit. It can be traced back to
In the case of elementary bosons, the RHS reduces to N (N −1) term without the (1−δ R1,R2 ) factor. The other terms come from many-body effects induced by fermion exchanges, as evidenced by their higher N factors. In reality, physical composite bosons have a finite spatial extension characterized by a relative motion index ν. The creation operator of these Wannier-like cobosons reads in terms of fermion operators as [15, 16] with γ α = 1 − γ β = m α /(m α + m β ), for fermion masses (m α , m β ). As a result, the creation operator of a Wannier-like coboson located at R reads as
r α −r β |ν γ α r α +γ β r β |R , γ α r α + γ β r β being the fermion-pair center-of-mass coordinate. (B † R,ν ) 2 now differs from zero due to the pair relative motion extension r α −r β |ν that is the Wannierlike coboson Bohr radius a B , this scale making the effect of Pauli blocking depend on momentum. The same scale also broadens the interference pattern resulting from the condensate collision. As a result, this interference pattern can be best observed for Q small compared to 1/a B .
Conclusion-Systems of matter bosons provide a rich playground to study Bose-Einstein condensation due to the composite nature of the particles and the spin and orbital degrees of freedom they inherit from their fermionic constituents. We here provide an original technique to analytically derive the spatial correlation functions for Frenkel-like cobosons characterized by a single quantum index Q. The present study predicts that the dimensionless fermion-exchange interaction dynamically generates high interference wave modes in the collision of composite boson condensates. These high modes, which result from many-body effects, are a prime signature of the condensate composite nature. They can be experimentally observed in rather dense coboson gas, the next-to-lowest mode having an amplitude proportional to the density at fourth order, which is technically attainable in atomic gas with current technologies [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
The analytical results obtained for Frenkel-like cobosons, whose relative motion extension reduces to zero, provide a physical understanding of the processes responsible for the interference pattern, visualized through Shiva diagrams. In the case of Wannier-like cobosons, the relative motion broadens the interference patterns on the Bohr radius scale. Similar interferences should be observable for condensates with coboson momenta small compared to the inverse coboson Bohr radius, the BEC interference then being decoupled from the coboson inner structure. Finally, since Frenkel-like cobosons very much resemble hard-core elementary bosons, these high interference modes should also appear in ultracold atomic gases interacting via a strong short-range repulsive potential.
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Supplementary Materials
In these supplements, we provide the derivations of the results given in the main text. To better grasp the physics leading to interference arising from the collision of two condensates, it is of interest to first reconsider the problem with free elementary bosons before turning to Frenkel-like cobosons. All quantities denoted with a bar deal with elementary bosons.
Elementary bosons
We start with elementary boson operators. They obey the commutation relations [B †
This commutator gives immediately the normalization factor of the state ψ N,
′ !, and with a little more work, the value of
The R-space and Q-space creation operators are linked through
In this work, we propose an original procedure to evaluate the spatial correlation function (S3). Although this procedure might appear as complicated at first, it allows handling more complex cobosons in an exact way. We introduce
where (z, z ′ ) are complex scalars. The residue theorem gives the two-condensate state ψ N,N ′ as
(S5) Turning from φ z,z ′ to φ z,zz ′ allows controlling the total number N + N ′ of bosons with momentum Q and Q ′ through z, while the number N ′ of Q ′ bosons is controlled through z ′ . This will later on facilitate expansion in the boson density through z factors.
We note that the only part of φ 1,1 = e (B † Q +B † Q ′ ) |v that gives a non-zero contribution when projected over ψ N,N ′ is the one that has the same particle number and momentum, i.e., ψ N,N ′ itself. This helps to see that
In the same way, Eq. (S2) can be rewritten as
The trick now is to calculate the above scalar product by using commutators in real space instead of momentum space as in Eq. (S1). Indeed, φ z,z ′ is eigenstate of thē
with the eigenvalue f z,z ′ (R) = z R|Q + z ′ R|Q ′ . So, we readily find
The major advantage of this new procedure is to avoid enforcing momentum conservation at each commutation step; instead, the relevant momentum-conserving processes are selected from Ξ
at the very end only. To do it, we note from Ξ
iR·(Q ′ −Q) that the terms that conserve momentum are z + z ′ , thus reducing Ξ
z,z ′ (R) to z + z ′ . In the same way, this selection reducesΞ
, and so on... The above results used for the scalar product in Eq. (S7) give, with the help of Eq. (S6), the first nparticle correlation functions for free elementary bosons asḠ
with L D replaced by N s in the case of discrete R i 's.
The 1-particle spatial correlation functionḠ (1) N,N ′ (R 1 ) physically corresponds to the total density of the Q and Q ′ elementary bosons in the sample volume L D , while the other results evidence that the collision of two elementary boson condensates leads to wave-like interference patterns associated with the momentum difference (Q−Q ′ ). This pattern can be observed by measuring the n-particle correlation functionḠ It can be of interest to note that the quantitȳ
corresponds to the probability of detecting n bosons located at (R 1 , . . . , R n ) in the ψ N,N condensate, as suggested in Ref. [1] : Indeed,P
N (R 1 ) = 1 while theP
(S14) as physically required for probabilities. The correlation functions for cobosons have additional terms induced by the Pauli exclusion principle that prevent such identification.
Frenkel-like cobosons
We now consider cobosons that obey the commutation relations
As usual [16] , the deviation-from-boson operator D Q ′ Q generates the dimensionless Pauli scatterings λ
responsible for fermion exchanges between cobosons. In the case of Frenkel-like cobosons, they reduce to
The correlation function of detecting n cobosons reads as G 
The procedure is essentially the same as that introduced for elementary bosons, the equations (S5,S6,S7) staying valid for cobosons. Momentum conservation at each commutation is very cumbersome due to the effective "interaction" induced by Pauli blocking. This is why working with commutators in real space is really advantageous for Frenkel-like cobosons.
It will appear as convenient to first note that the deviation-from-boson operator
In the same way,
with
which can also be written as f z,z ′ (R)e
2 = 0. These two commutators are obtained from iteration of the coboson commutation relations in momentum space, Eqs. (S15,S17), namely
Equation (S21) then gives
The curly bracket of F + in Eq. (S22), absent for elementary bosons (S8), results from Pauli blocking acting within the |φ z,z ′ state. It makes |φ z,z ′ not an eigenstate of the composite boson operator B R . In the same way, we find
and so on... Here also, the curly bracket comes from Pauli blocking as B R2 B R1 = 0 when R 2 = R 1 .
The major advantage of using commutators in real space is that (B This equation provides an efficient iteration to obtain high F N,N ′ terms, starting from F 0,0 = 1. In particular, the first ones read 
The 1-coboson correlation function follows from Eq. (S35) divided by the norm of the |ψ N,N ′ state, as obtained from Eq. (S40). We find that it simply reduces to the coboson density, namely G 
